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On September 5, 2017 Lt. Burman was presented an AFAUSSS Harry Neal Award at a ceremony 

hosted at the Louisville Field Office.  AFAUSSS was represented by President Jan Gilhooly, President 
Elect Dennis McCarthy, Region Three Director Rich Caruso and Lead Advance Karen Barry.  Lt. 
Burman started his career with the Louisville Police Department (now LMPD) in 1980 and became a 
member of the Dignitary Protection Team in 1987. 

Lt.  Burman  has   been  instrumental   in  providing   and  coordinating   motorcade   and  
uniformed manpower  support for every  Secret Service  dignitary  visiting the city of Louisville, 
Kentucky.   Lt. Burman has been LMPD's Dignitary Protection Team point of contact for the past 
twenty years and has never failed to provide the highest level of partnership and service. 

In the face of budgetary constraints and a reduced work force, Lt.  Burman was able to ensure 
that all Secret Service dignitaries were provided the appropriate level of motorcade and uniformed 
LMPD support.  Lt. Burman  also  conducts  appropriate  liaison  with numerous  other  police  and  
military entities supporting the Secret Service protective  mission.  Whether it is a Presidential visit 
or - small detail, Lt. Burman plans, organizes and executes a robust operation plan with attention to 
even the smallest details. 

Lt. Burman's efforts have been outstanding; especially  due the high number of protective 
visits to the Louisville district, especially during the Presidential campaign years. 

The  partnership   and  collaboration   between  LMPD  and  the  Secret  Service  and  Lt.  
Burman's commitment to support their protective mission has helped ensure that all Secret Service 
dignitaries in the city of Louisville receive the highest level of protection possible.  Lt. Burman's 
professionalism and  dedication  to duty  has  had  a positive  impact  on the safety  and  security  on 
Secret Service dignitaries. 

 


